THE CENTRE FOR ACCOUNTING
AND INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS

WELCOME

Tonight, Friday October 19, 2012, we honour some of Australia’s most distinguished accounting practitioners and academics who have made a significant contribution to accounting in the past or present.

All of our inductees exemplify the profound wealth of accounting talent in Australia. These individuals have shaped and influenced the profession with their remarkable achievements.

Generations of like-minded accounting practitioners...
2012 Inductee

Russell Mathews AO CBE
(1921-2000)

CITATION

read by

Philip Brown AM
Professor
University of New South Wales
Emeritus Professor
University of Western Australia

nominated by

Philip Brown AM
Russell L Mathews AO CBE

is hereby honoured as a member of the
Australian Accounting Hall of Fame
in recognition of his significant contribution to
accounting in Australia

On the 11th day of October, 2012
Professor Peter Mathews
Accepting the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame award on behalf of his late father Emeritus Professor Russell Mathews
L-R: Rupert Myer AM, Stewart Leech, Peter Mathews

Peter Mathews accepting the award on behalf of his late father Emeritus Professor Russell Mathews
Professor Philip Brown
Reading the citation for the late Emeritus Professor Russell Mathews
2012 Inductee

Sir Edwin Nixon CMG
(1876-1955)

CITATION

read by

Geoff Burrows
Associate Professor
The University of Melbourne

nominated by

Geoff Burrows
Sir Edwin Nixon CMG

is hereby honoured as a member of the
Australian Accounting Hall of Fame
in recognition of his significant contribution to
accounting in Australia

21st day of October 2013
Associate Professor Ted Nixon

Accepting the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame award on behalf of his late grandfather Sir Edwin Nixon
L-R: Stewart Leech, Rupert Myer AM, Ted Nixon, Geoff Burrows
Ted Nixon accepting the award on behalf of his late grandfather Sir Edwin Nixon
Associate Professor Geoff Burrows
Reading the citation for Sir Edwin Nixon
L-R: Chris Nixon, Geoff Burrows, Ted Nixon
L-R: Geoff Burrows, Rupert Myer AM, Stewart Leech
Enjoying Ted Nixon’s acceptance speech
Nixon Family
L-R (Back) Tim, Chris, Geoff Burrows, Ted, Reg, Daniel Nixon
(Front) Shu Qing, Anne, Julie Nixon
L-R (Back) Reg, Daniel, Tim
(Front) Chris and Ted Nixon
Sir Edwin Nixon: citation
2012 Inductee

Murray Wells

CITATION

read by

Graeme Dean
Honorary Professor
The University of Sydney

nominated by

John Roberts
Professor
The University of Sydney
Murray C. Wells

is hereby honoured as a member of the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame in recognition of his significant contribution to accounting in Australia.

On the 17th day of October, 2012
Emeritus Professor Murray Wells
Emeritus Professor Murray Wells
Accepting the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame award
L-R: Rupert Myer AM, Murray Wells
Accepting the Australian Accounting Hall of Fame award
Honorary Professor Graeme Dean
Reading the citation for Murray Wells
2012 Guests

L-R (Back) John Roberts, Peter Mathews, Peter Wolnizer, Graeme Dean, Ken Trotman
(Front) Sue Mathews, Pam Wells, Murray Wells, Carolyn Spencer
L-R: Reg Nixon, Stewart Leech, Ted Nixon, Daniel Nixon, Pam Wells, Tim Nixon, Murray Wells, Sue Mathews, Peter Mathews, Chris Nixon, Brad Potter
L-R (Back) Henry Wu, Sandra Wallace, Albie Brooks, Gillian Vesty, Bryan Howieson
(Front) Graeme Macmillan, Ian Macmillan, Qingbo Yuan, Kevin Li, Philip Brown
L-R: Trevor Tonkin, Greg Cusack, Noel Boys, Dean Newlan, Jon Aloni, Zoltan Matolcsy, Carlin Dowling
Guest List

Elizabeth Alexander AM, The University of Melbourne
Keith Alfredson
Jon Aloni, CPA Australia
Caroline Armstrong, CPA Australia
John Bishop
David Boymal AM
Albie Brooks, The University of Melbourne
Philip Brown AM, The University of Western Australia
and The University of New South Wales
Nick Bull, Pitcher Partners
Geoff Burrows, The University of Melbourne
Ken Burrows
Fiona Campbell, Ernst & Young
Mary Clarke, CPA Australia
Greg Cusack, The University of Melbourne
Graeme Dean, The University of Sydney
Carlin Dowling, The University of Melbourne
Bill Edge, PwC Australia
Colin Ferguson, Centre for Accounting & Industry Partnerships
Nicole Frankel, Institute of Chartered Accountants Australia
Jayne Godfrey, The University of South Australia
Christine Helliar, University of South Australia
Michelle Hoggan, The University of Melbourne
Bryan Howieson, The University of Adelaide
Merran Kelsall, Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
Richard Lee, The University of Melbourne
Stewart Leech, Centre for Accounting & Industry Partnerships
Win Leslie
Kevin Li, The University of Melbourne
Anne Lillis, The University of Melbourne
John Lyon, The University of Melbourne
Diana MacGowan, CPA Australia
Graeme Macmillan, International Accounting & Auditing Institute
Ian Macmillan
Paul Mather, La Trobe University
Peter Mathews, Russell Mathews Family
Sue Mathews, Russell Mathews Family
Anthony Matis, CPA Australia
Zoltan Matolcsy, University of Technology, Sydney
Jan McCahey, PwC Australia
Warren McGregor
Julee McMahon, Centre for Accounting & Industry Partnerships
Robyn Moroney, Monash University
Rupert Myer AM, Myer Family Company
Dean Newlan, McGrathNicol Forensic
Robert Nicol
Anne Nixon, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Chris Nixon, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Daniel Nixon, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Julie Nixon, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Reg Nixon, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Ted Nixon, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Tim Nixon, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Brendan O’Connell, RMIT University
Kimberley Oh, The University of Melbourne
Des Pearson, Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
Brad Potter, Centre for Accounting & Industry Partnerships
Shu Qing, Sir Edwin Nixon Family
Brett Rix, BHP Billiton Limited
John Roberts, The University of Sydney
Frank Russo, Pitcher Partners
Mark Ryan, CPA Australia
Shannon Sidaway, RMIT University
Naomi Soderstrom, The University of Melbourne
Baard Solnordal
Sharon Soltys, The University of Melbourne
Carolyn Spencer
Irene Tempone, Swinburne University
Eu-Jin Teo, The University of Melbourne
Trevor Tonkin, The University of Melbourne
Ken Trotman, The University of New South Wales
Cheryl Umoh, AFAANZ
Gillian Vesty, RMIT University
Sandra Wallace, The University of Melbourne
Desley Ward, CPA Australia
Murray Wells
Pam Wells
Jan West AM
Peter Wolnizer OAM, The University of Sydney
Henry Wu, The University of Melbourne
Qingbo Yuan, The University of Melbourne
Wei Zeng, The University of Melbourne
Yunyan Zhang, The University of Melbourne
Australian Accounting Hall of Fame